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2.4 Candlestick Patterns 

In the section we will focus on the different types of candlestick patterns 
that can be used in confluence with price action patterns and technical 
trade locations. There is a range of different candlestick patterns, both 
bullish and bearish. They tend to form at key areas such as market highs 
and lows and are responsible for market trend reversals. Being able to 
observe these formations in real time offers a great edge when it comes 
to executing trades. They offer optimal trade entries and exits. They are 
also mechanical as these patterns always repeat themselves. This means 
that invalidation levels can also be determined if the pattern is to fail. 

Candlestick patterns can be divided into three different categories, that 
is, Single Candlestick Patterns, Double Candlestick Patterns and Triple 
Candlestick Patterns. Each has their respective bullish and bearish com-
binations which will be discussed in the following pages with screenshot 
examples. 

2.4.1 Single Candlestick Patterns (Bullish) 

The Bullish Hammer, this pattern is deemed a widely used one, to be 
valid it requires a long wick and a short body close at the top, resembling 
a hammer. Follow-through is then likely to accelerate towards the upside 
as buyers step in to produce momentum. The important thing to remem-
ber with this pattern is that price must not trade back below the wick. 
This will invalidate the momentum follow-through needed. 

The key characteristics of the Bullish Hammer:
 
 • Long tailed wick, indicating demand 
 • Small candle body, indicating buyer interests 
 • Bullish follow through, activation of the pattern 
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The Bullish Inverted Hammer, this combination is not widely seen, how-
ever it is a very strong indication of a bullish reversal. The candle needs 
to have a wick to the upside with a green body close. The activation of 
this pattern is taking out the high of the previous wick with momentum 
follow through. Essentially, here, sellers tried to push price action further 
down but failed. This indicates demand at the lows leading to a reversal. 

The key characteristics of the Bullish Inverted Hammer: 

 • Long upside wick, sellers trying to push price down 
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 • Green candle body at the low, indicative of demand 
 • Bullish follow through filling the wick 

The Spinning Top, this candlestick pattern consists of wicks to both sides 
with a thin green candle body. Buyer and sellers failed to push price in ei-
ther direction, meaning a volatility contraction has occurred. The candle 
needs to close green for it to be valid. This indicates more buyer demand 
with follow through to the upside being slightly more probable. 

The key characteristics of the Bullish Spinning Top:

 • Long upside wick and downside wick 
 • Think green body candle, meaning volatility contraction
 • Bullish follow through on the next wick, meaning volatility expansion.

The Dragonfly Doji, this pattern is a common occurrence in price action, 
especially at the lows of the down trend. The combination needs to have 
a strong wick tail with a thin body close. The wick represents demand at 
the lows. Price action must have follow-through on the next candle for it 
to be valid. 

The key characteristics of the Dragonfly Doji: 

 • Long upside wick from the lows 
 • Think green body candle near the highs 
 • Bullish follow through on the next wick, activating the pattern. 
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2.4.2 Single Candle Stick Pattern (Bearish) 

The Bearish Hanging Man, commonly found at the highs of a trend. It 
consists of a red candle that has a long tail. Like the Bullish Hammer, 
except that it’s found at the highs of a trend. The body of the Bearish 
Hanging man must close below the previous candle. This indicates 
weakness where the following candle engulfs the lower wick, leading to 
follow through. 

The key characteristics of the Bearish Hanging Man: 

 • Long upside wick with a red close  
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 • Occurrence at the highs of a trend 
 • Bearish follow through that engulfs the wick

The Bearish Shooting Star, again found at the highs of a trend. It con-
sists of a long wick due to the supply at that specific area. The supply is 
indicative of more sellers in the market willing to push the price down. 
Follow-through by the sellers becomes more probable on the following 
candle, confirming a reversal. 

The key characteristics of the Bearish Shooting Star: 

 • Long upside wick, an indication of supply   
 • Typically found at the highs on a trend 
 • Bearish follow-through on the next trading candle 

The Bearish Spinning Top, like the Bullish Spinning Top, however found 
at the highs of a trend. Market participants fail to push the price further, 
leading to a volatility expansion. The close must be red, below the pre-
vious candle close where follow through must engulf the whole candle. 
This price action signals weakness at key trade locations, especially after 
a volatile move. 

The key characteristics of the Bearish Spinning Top: 

 • Found at the high of a trend or a volatile move 
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 • The open and close are similar, leading to a contraction 
 • Bearish follow through on the next trading candle 

The Dark Cloud Cover, this pattern is harder to distinguish and is not very 
common. It occurs at the highs of a move where the candle has a wick 
to both sides with a decent sized body. The candle body needs to engulf 
more than 25% of the previous green candle. This signals potential distri-
bution before a bearish volatility expansion. 

The key characteristics of the Dark Cloud Cover: 

 • The candle has wicks on both sides with a decent body close 
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 • The body on the candle needs to be red 
 • More the 25% of the previous green candle needs to be engulfed

The Gravestone Doji, this pattern is simply the opposite of the Dragonfly 
Doji. The long wick at the top represents sellers in the market. Buyers 
simply failed to close strong at the wick, increasing the probability of 
a bearish expansion. An important thing to note here is that the candle 
must close red. 

The key characteristics of the Gravestone Doji:

 • The pattern is the opposite of the Dragonfly Doji
 • The long wick represents supply, more sellers in the market 
 • Occurs at the highs of a move or a trend 

2.4.3 Double Candlestick Patterns (Bullish)

The Bullish Engulfing, a very common combination in price action where 
the previous red candle gets engulfed by a green candle close. The move 
needs to be impulsive and backed with strong volume. These usually oc-
cur at the lows of a move or a trend. The probability of follow through to 
the upside increases significantly as buyers’ step into the market after a 
confirmation. 

The key characteristics of the Bullish Engulfing: 
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 • Previous red candle must get engulfed 
 • The engulfing candle must have a full body close 
 • Follow through confirms the trend change or local bottom 

The Bullish Tweezer, this pattern consists of the two-candle closes with 
lower wicks. The body close of both candles must be at similar levels. 
This indicates that market participants failed to push price down on mul-
tiple attempts. Demand is greater at these lows increasing the probability 
of a reversal in the trend or a local bottom. The follow through candle 
must be green which lead to a confirmation of the pattern.
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The key characteristics of the Bullish Tweezer: 

 • Two candlesticks with lower wicks, indicating demand 
 • The candle body closes must be similar 
 • Follow through towards the upside is deemed a confirmation 

The Bullish Harami, an uncommon pattern where a full body candle close 
occurs at the lows of a move. The candle must be green and within the 
red body of the previous candle. This type of price action confirms a vol-
atility contraction. The bullish expansion then occurs on the next candle, 
confirming a trend reversal or the lows of a move. 

The key characteristics of the Bullish Harami:

 • A full body candle close after the lows of a move 
 • The candle must close green within the previous red candle
 • Follow through towards the upside confirms a bullish expansion  

2.4.4 Double Candlestick Patterns (Bearish)

The Bearish Tweezer, like the Bullish Tweezer but the occurrence is at 
the highs of a move or a trend. Both candles must have wicks at the 
highs of the move and similar candle closes. This indicates that market 
participants failed to push price further up leading to a volatility contrac-
tion. The next candle open must hint towards a bearish expansion, this 
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confirmed the trend reversal and or a temporary top. 

The key characteristics of the Bearish Tweezer:
  
 • This combination occurs at the highs if a move, signalling a volatility 
    contraction. 
 • The two upside wicks are indicative of supply 
 • Follow through towards the downside confirms a bearish expansion. 

The Bearish Engulfing is a similar combination to the Bullish Engulfing 
but in the opposite direction. Price action simply engulfs the previous 
green candle, this indicates strong supply in the market. Follow through 
towards the downside then becomes more probable, confirming a tem-
porary top and or reversal. This type of pattern is more common and has 
a high probability than others. 

The key characteristics of the Bearish Engulfing:

 • Previous green candle must get engulfed 
 • The bearish engulfing candle must have a full body close 
 • Highly common pattern found at the highs of a move. 
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2.4.5 Triple Candlestick Patterns (Bullish)

The Morning Doji, this price action combination consists of a long-tailed 
wick candle between two full bodied candles. Essentially, the wick rep-
resents the demand at the lows of a move. The third candle engulfs the 
first one, showing more demand coming into the market. follow-through 
then becomes more probable where price trades towards the upside. 
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The key characteristics of the Morning Doji: 

 • Consists of two bodies candle closes with a long-tailed wick
 • The wick at the lows represents demand in the market
 • Follow-through becomes more apparent after the third candle closes 
    bullish. 

The Morning Star, this price action is like the Morning Doji, however it 
does not consist of a long-tailed wick. The candle in the middle must 
close green to signify a volatility contraction. A bullish expansion then 
follows on the third candle, increasing the probability of more upside mo-
mentum. 

The key characteristics of the Morning Star:

 • Consists of two full bodied candle closes with a candle in-between 
 • The candle in the middle represents volatility contraction 
 • Bullish volatility expansion occurs after the third candle

Three White Soldiers, deemed a powerful candlestick formation that 
initiates a strong bullish expansion. It consists of the three full-bodied 
candle closes. The closes must be higher than the previous candle close 
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for it to be valid. This usually occurs at the bottom of a trend and can 
establish a full-blown reversal. 

The key characteristics of the Three White Soldiers:

 • Consists of three-bodied candle closes that must be green 
 • Each candle needs to close above the highs of the previous close 
 • Can establish a full blow reversal if occurrence is at the lows of a trend. 

2.4.6 Triple Candlestick Patterns (Bearish)

The Evening Star is like the Morning Doji, however it occurs at the highs 
of a trend and/or move. The combination must have three candles, two 
bodies with a small, wicked candle in-between. This small candle rep-
resents the volatility contraction. An expansion must occur on the next 
candle, if it is a bearish expansion, it activates the pattern. Essentially, 
market participants here have failed to push price to new highs allowing 
the market to roll-over.

The key characteristics of the Evening Star:
 
 • Consists of two full bodied candle closes with a candle in-between 
 • The candle in the middle represents volatility contraction 
 • A bearish volatility expansion occurs after the third candle closes red 
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The Evening Doji Star is like the Evening Star, however it includes a long-
tailed wick to the upside. This represents clear supply coming into the 
market. Market participants failed to push price back up, leaving the third 
candle to be a bearish close. Follow through towards the downside then 
becomes more probable are sellers take control – causing a bearish ex-
pansion. 

The key characteristics of the Evening Doji Star:

 • Consists of two full bodied candle closes with a candle in-between 
 • The candle in the middle must have a long-tailed wick
 • A bearish volatility expansion occurs, confirming the pattern  
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Three Black Crows, like the Three White Soldiers, is deemed a powerful 
price action combination. The three bearish candles close below each 
previous close. This hints towards strong weakness in the market where 
buyers get absorbed by the sellers. Momentum starts to increase which 
then leads into a strong bearish expansion. This type of price action usu-
ally marks the end of a bullish trend. 

The key characteristics of the Three White Soldiers:
 
 • Consists of three-bodied candle closes that must red 
 • Each candle needs to close below the lows of the previous candle close 
 • Can establish a market reversal or a very strong bearish expansion 

In essence, all the above candlestick patterns are great indicators when 
used in combination with other technical tools. They are useful at key 
trade locations as it helps with entries and exits. Candlestick formations 
represent the immediate psychology of the market, that is where supply 
and demand is traded the most. The shape and size of the candles helps 
judge the bullish and or bearish expansion. Again it is important to use 
these in combination with other technical indicators such as the oscil-
lators. It greatly increases the probability of these patterns playing out 
when there is more confluence backing it.  
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2.5 Practical Price Action Strategies 

To be consistent in trading, a trader needs to develop highly probable 
price action strategies. These strategies are essentially their edge in the 
market, allowing them to act and participate. These strategies need to 
have certain conditions met for them to be valid, think of it as a check-
list. Once all criteria are met, the trade can then be executed with a clear 
invalidation level. Price action strategies can take months and years to 
develop through nuances such as back testing, recording statistics, ex-
perimenting with indicators and price action combinations etc. When a 
proven strategy is found and has been tested with time, it can be integrat-
ed into a trader’s arsenal. Certain strategies have a higher statistical edge 
in playing out than others, and some are more risky than others. It is up to 
the trader to determine how much risk to allocate to each strategy. 

Some of the key price action strategies will be discussed in the following 
pages. These strategies follow smart money concepts such as key order 
block areas, liquidity areas, support and resistance levels etc. Understat-
ing these strategies in detail will provide the crucial knowledge for you to 
implement them in real time. 

2.5.1 The Swing Failure Pattern 
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The Swing Failure is an anticipatory price action strategy, you are essen-
tially ‘anticipating’ a wick to be put into price action before a rejection. 
This only occurs at key trade locations such as market highs and lows. 
Price action breaks the previous high slightly, stopping out early shorters 
only to reverse back with an impulse. 

There are three key conditions that need to be met for a Swing Failure 
Pattern to be valid. That is, an original Swing High, a Sweep of the High 
and then an Impulse Sell. To successfully time this, traders need to ex-
ecute on the Sweep of the High, as this will be an optimal entry. Inval-
idation is simple, if price continues towards the highs with increasing 
volume, it’ll invalidate the Swing Failure Pattern where a market exit will 
then be necessary. 

The technical targets for this type of trade really depend on the previ-
ous price action clusters. Areas such as order blocks in this case can be 
used as take profit levels. Often, price action will bounce from these lev-
els before continuing the trend. It is important to note that Swing Failure 
Patterns are designed to tap into a pool of liquidity (stop losses) before 
reverting. This can be rather quick in real-time, however with practice, 
traders will get better at anticipating them. 

2.5.2 Price Action Deviations
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Price action deviations are another reliable strategy where essentially 
traders get trapped at the lows or highs which fuels a move towards the 
upside or downside (Short/Long Squeezes). In the above example, price 
action can be seen breaking a key support level, only for it to reclaim it, 
causing a deviation. Price action immediately has a strong bullish volatil-
ity expansion back above the key support. 

Essentially what happens in this strategy is that once a key level is bro-
ken, in this example a support level. It causes market participants to herd 
into short positions with stop losses above the recent highs. These stop 
losses create liquidity that, once triggered, causes a cascading effect. 
The respect of the .618 Fibonacci allowed a trader to execute a long 
in this example to squeeze out the short traders. Deviations unlike the 
Swing Failure Pattern allow the traders more time to make an informed 
decision. 

Typically, when price action deviates below a key level, it is considered 
very bullish. An important indicator to look at on the reclaim of the level 
is the volume. If an increase is occurring in terms of volume, it is increas-
ing the probability of price action acceptance back above the specific 
level. This allows for a clear invalidation, that is the deviation of lows, the 
technical targets again will be associated with the previous price action 
clusters. 

2.5.3 Price Action Ranges 
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Price Action Ranges can be very profitable if traded correctly, that is, only 
participating at the extreme ends. A Range is simply a rotational peri-
od where price finds resistance at the Range High and support and the 
Range Lows. The Range Highs naturally become a short area while the 
lows are considered a long area. The overall execution of this strategy is 
quite simple, long the lows and short the highs. 

Principally the lows of a range are where demand in the market endures, 
there are more market participants willing to push price back up. It is 
where value is considered at its highest in the rotational period. The highs 
of the range are deemed to produce the highest supply, meaning there 
are more sellers in the market compared to buyers. Essentially buyers fail 
to push through supply, causing a market rotation back towards the lows. 

An important factor to consider with the price action strategy is that the 
range will eventually be broken. Meaning if a trader is to trade the range 
until it breaks, they must accept that eventually one of the trades will be a 
losing one. Therefore, it is crucial to have a good risk management meth-
odology when approaching a trading range. 

Overall, these are three key practical strategies that can be used in crypto 
trading. They provide clear-cut criteria that need to be met before any 
executions. Through practice and statistical documentation, you will en-
hance their skill and knowledge in trading these strategies in real time. 


